一、字彙測驗：第 1 至 25 題，每題選出最適當的一個選項。(每題 2 分)

1. There is a lot of trash on your city’s streets. What is a(n) _______ to this problem?
   (A) resolution (B) solution (C) solve (D) component

2. In movies, you’ll see characters driving a particular brand of car, or eating a popular snack food, because the _______ of the products paid to be in the film.
   (A) manufacturers (B) machineries (C) magicians (D) managers

3. Companies in a globalized economy have responded to economic pressures by restructuring for greater _______.
   (A) proficiency (B) fluency (C) efficiency (D) literacy

4. Using a fairly inexpensive global positioning system (GPS) device, anyone on earth can send a signal to the _______ and receive information about their position.
   (A) sacrifices (B) settlements (C) sophomores (D) satellites

5. When we exercise, chemicals called endorphins, which _______ the body and give us a lift or high, are released into the brain.
   (A) energize (B) enterprise (C) organize (D) emphasize

6. The human body is an amazing and complex machine. It is very _______, and we usually recover from illness or injury on our own, without the help of a doctor.
   (A) deficient (B) resilient (C) elegant (D) confident

7. Having free time to relax and _______ hobbies and interests is important, and good for a person’s well-being.
   (A) pursuit (B) purchase (C) purpose (D) pursue

8. People with _______ need to watch their diet and exercise very carefully, and give themselves daily injections of insulin to control their blood sugar.
   (A) diagnosis (B) diabetes (C) diplomas (D) disabilities

9. When you study, you _______ new information into long-term memory.
   (A) transport (B) transplant (C) transfer (D) transit

10. If there is a _______ of water, what will happen?
    (A) cabbage (B) storage (C) bandage (D) shortage

11. One method to make the new brain connections stronger is drawing a picture of the information, to _______ the visual part of the brain.
    (A) activate (B) action (C) active (D) activity

12. By planning and preparing carefully, and taking _______ during your trip to a new and unfamiliar place, you can relax and enjoy yourself.
    (A) prevention (B) precautions (C) prescription (D) presentation
13. Smiling is the friendliest and most _____ form of communication, and is sure to be understood in any part of the world.
   (A) sensory  (B) sensitive  (C) scenery  (D) sincere

14. When Yao Ming was 12, coaches discovered him and _____ him in a sports academy.
   (A) enrolled  (B) enclosed  (C) enforced  (D) enveloped

15. You are made of 73 percent water. You have 206 bones. There are more sweat _____ in your feet than in any other part of your body.
   (A) grants  (B) grapes  (C) glands  (D) grams

16. You _____ your food by using your stomach.
   (A) define  (B) digest  (C) divide  (D) dismiss

17. If the Olympic Committee discovers that an athlete has used _____, he or she will be banned from the games.
   (A) steroids  (B) stereos  (C) vitamins  (D) minerals

18. We all have boxes of pictures, and we all want to keep those _____ memories. That’s the real meaning of scrapbooking: sharing your family and your story.
   (A) spacious  (B) delicious  (C) precious  (D) courageous

19. The household _____ that I dislike the most is doing the laundry.
   (A) chores  (B) clauses  (C) chaos  (D) channels

20. For decades, musicians have _____ traditional musical styles to make them more appealing to average people.
   (A) admitted  (B) addicted  (C) adapted  (D) admired

21. The roots of rock and roll are actually very _____: It’s a style of music that developed from rhythm and blues, gospel, jazz, and American country music.
   (A) diligent  (B) disgraceful  (C) dishonest  (D) diverse

22. I’m exhausted! I had a really busy _____ today.
   (A) scholar  (B) script  (C) schedule  (D) slogan

23. We are looking for a _____ and effective teacher to join the staff at our elementary school.
   You must have a teaching certificate and at least five years’ experience to apply.
   (A) motivated  (B) motive  (C) motivate  (D) motivation

24. The Mayan and Aztec civilizations consumed cacao as a drink. They often flavored it with _____ such as chili peppers and other spices.
   (A) intensions  (B) innovations  (C) infections  (D) ingredients

25. Researchers have found evidence that eating a big breakfast can improve your concentration and mood, and _____ your energy level.
   (A) balance  (B) boost  (C) browse  (D) board

二、文法測驗：第 26 至 40 題，每題一個空格，請依句意選出最適當的一個選項。(每題 2 分)

26. I have known him since he _____ a child.
   (A) had been  (B) is  (C) has  (D) was
27. I ______ the letter when you telephoned me.
   (A) am writing       (B) will write       (C) was writing       (D) write
28. She could not make herself ______.
   (A) understand       (B) understood       (C) understanding       (D) understands
29. Tom is rather poor, but he spends money as if he ______ a millionaire.
   (A) were       (B) was       (C) is       (D) be
30. The doctor suggested that the patient ______ smoking.
   (A) stops       (B) shall stop       (C) stop       (D) to stop
31. He ______ a lot of time studying Japanese.
   (A) took       (B) spent       (C) cost       (D) takes
32. Please be ______.
   (A) sit       (B) sat       (C) set       (D) seated
33. You had better ______ hotel reservations in advance.
   (A) to make       (B) making       (C) make       (D) made
34. Having worked for several hours, the manager stopped ______ a rest.
   (A) to take       (B) taking       (C) take       (D) took
35. The teacher insisted on ______ the letter.
   (A) me write       (B) my writing       (C) I writing       (D) my write
36. The man ______ a hat is lying on the grass.
   (A) wearing       (B) wore       (C) is wearing       (D) wear
37. Ten thousand dollars ______ a large sum of money.
   (A) have been       (B) were       (C) are       (D) is
38. Three-fourths of the earth’s surface ______ water.
   (A) are       (B) is       (C) will       (D) have
39. Do you know ______?
   (A) who he is       (B) who is he       (C) he is who       (D) he who is
40. If ______, I will go to the party.
   (A) inviting       (B) invite       (C) invited       (D) invites

三、文意測驗：第 41 至 50 題，每題一個空格，請依文意選出最適當的一個選項。（每題 2 分）

41-43 為題組

For many American university students, the weeklong spring break holiday means an endless party on a sunny beach in Florida or Mexico. A weeklong drinking binge is not for everyone, however, and a growing number of American university students have found a way to make spring break matter. For them, joining or leading a group of ______ to travel locally or internationally and work to ______ problems such as poverty, homelessness, or environmental damage makes spring break a ______ learning experience that university students can feel good about.

41. (A) volunteers       (B) volcanoes       (C) volleyballs       (D) vocations
42. ______
43. ______
42. (A) allocate  (B) alleviate  (C) abbreviate  (D) appreciate
43. (A) universe  (B) uniform  (C) union  (D) unique

44-46 為題組

Now there is even more reason to separate _44_ such as plastic, tin, aluminum, and paper from your weekly trash. Reduce you bills: For every pound of trash you recycle, we will take 50 cents off your _45_ bill. You will receive a _46_ for the total amount at the end of the year.

44. (A) cycles  (B) rentals  (C) recyclables  (D) rivals
45. (A) garbage  (B) garage  (C) graphic  (D) gorge
46. (A) fund  (B) refund  (C) resume  (D) replacement

47-50 為題組

Scientists and environmental groups are increasingly concerned about conserving a valuable and _47_ resource of the world—rainforests. The Amazon rainforest of Brazil has often been called the “_48_ of the Planet,” because it naturally takes in carbon dioxide and puts out oxygen, which helps keep our atmosphere clean. The Amazon rainforest is home to more than half of the world’s estimated ten million _49_ of plants, animals, and insects. It also produces raw materials for cancer-fighting drugs and other _50_.

47. (A) ginger  (B) endangered  (C) gender  (D) dangerous
48. (A) Intestines  (B) Joints  (C) Lungs  (D) Appendicitis
49. (A) spices  (B) specials  (C) spies  (D) species
50. (A) pharmaceuticals  (B) pharmacy  (C) philosophy  (D) pharmacists